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SHARPEN
YOUR VIEW:
your production in
your hands!
Industrial production processes
are often complex and include a
variety of different machine types
along the production chain. Even
more, it is important to synchronise
all machines and set up seamless
production without bottlenecks.

With Clouver, the IIoT Production
Monitoring Platform, it is possible to
collect, visualize, and analyse the data
from every machine in your production
chain, from raw material to finished
product!
By sharpening the view of each machine,
you can recognize downtimes that cause
bottlenecks and detect potential to
optimise processes in the long term.
Don’t let your production run by itself,
put business profitability in your own
hands. Having a holistic view of your
production process is the key to success.
Start today with Clouver and complete
the change to smart manufacturing.

Connect all your machinery in your
production with Clouver: new ones as well
as old ones – without costly retrofits.
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Digital and sustainable: keep track of all downtimes
and discover long-term optimisation possibilities –
in a paperless and user-friendly way for everyone.
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Customisation for you: our experts will
develop new features and apps to adapt
Clouver to your individual requirements!

Made for everyone: Clouver provides business
managers as well as machine operators valuable
information to improve and ease their daily work.

IIoT Production Monitoring Platform
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HIGHLIGHTS

Easy start, big effect: your machinery can be
connected to Clouver within a few hours. Starting
a digitized production couldn’t be easier.
Get valuable information from your machinery, in
real-time, securely, and accessibly from anywhere.
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YOUR CHOICE:
AS MUCH AS YOU NEED
Clouver is modular designed in its hardware as well as in its data monitoring
functionalities in the platform. This makes it completely customisable for
every individual requirement. Thus, every customer can choose as many data
monitoring functions as needed – not less, not more. Perfect flexibility.

Basic Modules

Administration

Cockpit

Maintenance Monitor

Smart Filter App

With the Administration app you can manage
users, roles, tenants, applications, and rules,
as well as configure a range of settings
for different accounts. The access to your
data is always protected - you have control
over who can see or edit what and when.

The Cockpit app offers you the possibility
to configure an individual dashboard with
numerous diagrams and widgets. This allows
you to keep track of all the information
that is most important to you. Bottlenecks
and opportunities for optimisation can
be reacted to directly without delay.

The Maintenance Monitor app provides
you with information on the maintenance
status of a machine, which is determined
based on operating times. In this way,
proactive maintenance planning can
be implemented, and your machine
park can be permanently productive.

The user-friendly configuration editor
of the Smart Filter app allows you to
convert data from multiple sources
and different formats into your own
individual KPIs. Thanks to customerspecific KPIs, the optimisation potentials
in the production process become more
transparent and are revealed quickly.

Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE)

Streaming Analytics

Device Management
The Device Management app is used to
manage and control all connected machines
and devices including group assignments,
registration, and activation/deactivation.
This gives you direct access to measurement
data, events, connections, and status
information of all machines and devices.
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Optional Modules

The OEE (Overall Equipment
Effectiveness) app visualizes the
performance of a machine by analysing
the use, performance, and quality of
the produced parts. You can track
one of the most important KPIs in
your production and make important
conclusions for optimisation potentials.

The Steaming Analytics app enables
you to access, analyse, and act on
both historical and real-time, fastmoving live data from IoT devices to
determine if there is an issue relating
to equipment and to prevent problems
before they become an issue.
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EASY INFORMATION
TRANSFER TO THE CLOUD
Sometimes machine data alone are not enough to get the overall picture of
production. The enrichment of machine data with valuable information from the
machine operator is necessary. Clouver combines information, from both
the machine and the operator. By manually entering reasons for machine downtimes
via touch panel, operators make a decisive contribution to complete the large
information picture of all data. At the same time, Clouver helps to make daily work
more comfortable by organising the production completely paperless. A perfect
symbiosis for transferring valuable information quickly and easily into the cloud.

Many different
machine types,
but only one
solution to
connect them
Thanks to the unique solution of Clouver
SmartKit the step towards IoT will
succeed, even with old and heterogeneous
machines: it is now possible to connect
any kind of machine and to visualise all
data of your production process. The
installation will be completed within 60
minutes and can be carried out easily and
quickly by your company electrician. If
support is needed, the ProCom Automation
experts will help you anytime.

THE KEY IS
TRANSPARENCY
We aim to improve both the productivity of individual
machines and the entire production line a bit more every
day so that our customers are always a decisive step
ahead of the competition. The key for us is the creation of
complete production data transparency. We completely
support you on your way to a transparent factory – from
the first initial meeting to the implementation and the
installation and holistic after-sales service. Grow with us
and be inspired by the constant innovation around our IIoT
solutions. Let´s shape the path to a digital future together!
Book a free and non-binding, initial consultation.
Easily scan the QR code and select your desired date.
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About ProCom
Automation
ProCom Automation is a specialist in automation solutions in
the cutting and separating industry. For more than 40 years,
the experts at ProCom have been developing high-tech control
solutions featuring CNC- and CAM software, high-quality hardware,
and an optimised IIoT solution for the cutting industry.
Machine manufacturers all over the world benefit from cuttingedge automation solutions for a wide range of cutting technologies
such as knife, laser, waterjet, plasma, and foam contour cutting.
With product development focused on market and customer needs,
ProCom Automation delivers unique features with significant added
value to provide customers with a key competitive advantage for
their success.
Clouver, the IIoT production monitoring platform, connects
heterogeneous machine parks and brings transparency to
production processes. With the targeted data evaluation of Clouver,
unused potentials become visible, and productivity is optimised
sustainably.
The company with its headquarter in Aachen is well established in
the European and Chinese markets and continuously invests in the
ongoing development and expansion of its product portfolio as well
as in future-oriented technologies like digitalisation for maximum
efficiency and flexibility.
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